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Abstract

Chaos theory has been widely studied and adapted in
cryptography for achieving some security mechanisms,
such as encryption/decryption, key agreement and hash
function. The privacy of using chaos cryptography mostly
relies on one of or the combination of three mechanisms:
(1) Universal construction symmetric cryptography; (2)
Efficient type multiplication in finite field; (3) Prudent
operation XORed. This paper introduces four efficient
generic methods based on three mechanisms for protect-
ing privacy. Our four methods firstly achieve encrypted
messages with mutual authentication in one-way flow. In
addition, we discuss some methods about using more than
two of the methods to form hybrid cases. Finally, imple-
mentation analysis, formal proof and efficiency compari-
son are provided to show that these mechanisms are prac-
tical, secure, and privacy preserving.

Keywords: Chaotic Maps; Privacy; Symmetric Cryptog-
raphy; XORed Operation

1 Introduction

The need of mutual authentication with privacy protec-
tion is a fundamental security requirement in computer
society. With wide-spread of distributed computer net-
works, due to most of the applications are client-server
architecture, the problem of only legal users have access to
use the various remote services has attracted much atten-
tion. (see [9, 10, 23, 25]). Combined with the recent trend,
chaos theory has widely used to cryptography. Chaotic
system has numerous advantages, such as extremely sen-
sitive to initial parameters, unpredictability, boundness,
etc. Meanwhile, chaotic sequence generated by chaotic
system has the properties of non-periodicity and pseudo-
randomness.

In 1998, Baptista [1] firstly connects cryptography with
chaos theory. As a fundamental cryptographic primi-
tive, key agreement protocol allows two or more par-

ties to agree on shared keys which will be used to pro-
tect their later communication. Then, combining chaos
theory and key agreement primitive, many authenticated
key exchange (AKE) protocols [19] have been proposed.
The literature [34] firstly proposed a new one-way au-
thenticated key agreement scheme (OWAKE) based on
chaotic maps with multi-server architecture [21, 36]. The
OWAKE scheme is widely used to no need for mutual
authentication environment on Internet, such as readers-
to-journalists model and patient-to-expert model. Us-
ing the chaotic maps, the literature [32] firstly proposed
a new multiple servers to server architecture (MSTSA)
to solve the problems caused by centralized architecture,
such as multi-server architecture with the registration
center (RC). The core ideas of the proposed scheme are
the symmetry (or called peer to peer) in the servers side
and the transparency for the clients side. In brief, based
on chaotic maps, there were many AKE protocols from
functionality aspect, or from efficiency aspect, or from
security aspect, or from architecture aspect to improve
the AKE protocols. For capturing more functionality,
identity-based MSAKA protocols, based on bilinear pair-
ings or elliptic curve cryptosystem (ECC) MSAKA proto-
cols, dynamic identity-based MSAKA protocols and other
MSAKA protocols came up recently [6, 7, 19, 27].

Recently, many schemes based on chaos theory are pro-
posed [8, 16, 24, 26, 27, 35]. Compared with the related
other schemes, these schemes avoid numerous complex op-
erations. One direction is about static/dynamic Identity
(ID) authentication schemes [24, 26] which are based on
chaotic maps. But the literature [35] pointed out that
Lin’s scheme [24] cannot resist dictionary attack, user
spoofing attack, denial of service attack and exclusive-
or operation with pad operation leaking attack. In 2013,
Guo et al. [8] proposed a chaotic maps-based key agree-
ment protocol which avoided modular exponential com-
puting and scalar multiplication on elliptic curve. Nowa-
days, with the fast development of Internet, privacy pro-
tection of users is a hot issue. In 2014, Liu et al. [16] pro-
posed a multi-function password mutual authentication
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key agreement scheme with privacy preserving. In 2015,
Zhu et al. [29, 33] proposed an even more efficient scheme
which is only used chaotic maps for mutual authentication
instead of encrypting/decrypting messages transferred be-
tween user and server, and the users’ privacy information
is also protected.

There are so many AKE, dynamic ID and others’
schemes using chaotic maps so that we cannot introduc-
tion by one. In our opinions, these schemes can be re-
fined and further to form some methods or primitive units
of protocol. Our goals are to sum up the core contents
to serve for constructing diversified schemes with chaotic
maps rather than designing a concrete and nonadaptive
scheme.

In this paper, we sum up four methods to capturing
privacy attribute based on chaotic maps and some ex-
pandable forms which can construct many security pro-
tocol with privacy preserving. The main contributions of
this paper are shown below:

• In Symmetric Encryption Method, we propose a
method to design a privacy preserving protocol with
mutual authentication in one-way flow using chaotic
maps, secure symmetric encryption/decryption and a
secure hash function. This kind of method will pro-
vide all sensitive information, such as identity, times-
tamp, value of hash and so on. That will give the
attacker the maximum limit of attacks.

• Multiplication in Finite Field method. For achieving
both efficiency and privacy preserving attribute, we
only use chaotic maps and secure hash function and
eliminate secure symmetric encryption/decryption.
Our new idea is first to construct a ciphertext based
on opposite side’s public key and own chosen random
number, and then combine both side’s public keys
with one-time hash value to compute an authentica-
tor for achieving mutual authentication and one-way
flow.

• XORed method. For improving efficiency further,
we adopt XORed operation instead of Multiplication
in Finite Field. This method must pay attention to
leak any bits. Aimming at this method, we sum up
two rules to resist the potential risk: make the same
length about the two sides of ⊕ and keep strict secret
for the two sides of ⊕.

• We sum up many hybrid modes which can de-
sign many new protocols with privacy preserving for
adapting to changeable environments (see Section 4).
We also sum up the security proofs methods and give
many literatures to refer (see Section 5).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Some
preliminaries are given in Section 2. In Section 3, we de-
scribe three technologies for privacy with chaotic maps.
In Section 4, we discuss some evolved methods. The effi-
ciency analysis of our proposed protocol and methods of
provable security are given in Section 5. This paper is
finally concluded in Section 6.

2 Chebyshev Chaotic Maps

Let n be an integer and let x be a variable with the interval
[−1, 1]. The Chebyshev polynomial [24] Tn(x) : [−1, 1]→
[−1, 1] is defined as Tn(x) = cos(ncos−1(x)). Chebyshev
polynomial map Tn : R → R of degree n is defined using
the following recurrent relation:

Tn(x) = 2xTn−1(x)− Tn−2(x),

where n ≥ 2,T0(x) = 1, and T1(x) = x.

The first few Chebyshev polynomials are:

T2(x) = 2x2−1, T3(x) = 4x3−3x, T4(x) = 8x4−8x2+1, ...

One of the most important properties is that Chebyshev
polynomials are the so-called semi-group property which
establishes that

Tr(Ts(x)) = Trs(x).

An immediate consequence of this property is that Cheby-
shev polynomials commute under composition

Tr(Ts(x)) = Ts(Tr(x)).

Because it is actually proven insecure in literature [2]
that Chebyshev polynomials are running the polynomial
on decimal number, we adopts the enhanced Chebyshev
polynomials to design our protocols. In order to enhance
the security, Zhang [28] proved that semi-group prop-
erty holds for Chebyshev polynomials defined on interval
(−∞,+∞).

Definition 1. (Enhanced Chebyshev polynomials)The
enhanced Chebyshev maps of degree n(n ∈ N) are de-
fined as: Tn (x) = (2xTn−1(x) − Tn−2(x))(modp), where
n ≥ 2,x ∈ (−∞,+∞), and p is a large prime number.
Obviously, Trs(x) = Tr(Ts(x)) = Ts(Tr(x)).

Definition 2. (DLP, Discrete Logarithm Problem)Given
an integer a,find the integer r, such that Tr(x) = a.

Definition 3. (CDH, Computational Diffie − −Hellman
Problem)Given an integer x, and the values of
Tr(x), Ts(x), what is the value of Trs(x) =?.

It is widely believed that there is no polynomial time
algorithm to solve DLP, CDH with a non-negligible prob-
ability.

3 Three Technologies for Privacy
with Chaotic Maps

In this section, we present three general technologies for
privacy with chaotic maps, including the methods, ex-
tended methods and some deductive ways. Simply speak-
ing, for all the nodes nodei(1 ≤ i ≤ n), their public keys
are (x, TKi(x))(1 ≤ i ≤ n) and the corresponding secret
keys are Ki(1 ≤ i ≤ n). And without loss of generality,
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we assume a user or a server node1 is the sender, and
the others nodei(2 ≤ i ≤ n) are the receivers. Due to
space limitation in this paper, we are not able to discuss
the details about how to distribute the public-private key
pairs of the users. Some notations hereafter are shown in
Table 1.

Table 1: Notations

Symbol Definition
IDi The identity of nodes
a, b, ri Nonces

(x, TKi
(x)) Public key of nodei based on

Chebyshev chaotic maps
Ki Secret key of useri based on

Chebyshev chaotic maps
EK()/DK() A pair of secure symmetric

encryption/decryption functions
with the key K

M,H, T, F Plaintext, a secure chaotic maps-
based hash function, Timestamp
and Pseudo-random function

|| Concatenation operation
... Some other information

3.1 Privacy Protection Mechanism I:
Symmetric Encryption

The method of Privacy Protection Mechanism I is shown
in Figure 1.

Step 1. When node1 wants to send an encrypted mes-
sages with mutual authenticator in one-way flow, it
chooses a random a and the public key of the peer
to compute:Ta(x), K1i = TaTKi

(x), Hi(Mi||T ||...),
Ci = EK1i

(Mi||Hi||T ||TK1
TKi

(x)...). Then node1

sends {Ta(x), Ci} to the others peers.

Step 2. Upon receiving {Ta(x), Ci} from the node1,
the nodei computes K1i = TKi

Ta(x) and uses
K1i to decrypt Ci. Then, nodei can get the
Mi||Hi||T ||TK1

TKi
(x)... and do the following tasks:

1) To verify the timestamp T;

2) If timestamp authentication passed, nodei com-
putes hash value and compare it with the Hi;

3) If the hash value authentication passed,
nodei computes TKiTK1(x) and compare with
TK1TKi(x). If they are equals, that means
node1 is the real node1.

Finally, nodei will accept the messages in this flow.

Remark 1. 1) The timestamp T is encrypted during
all the communication process which can resist the
common interrupt attack. If the timestamp T is
plaintext on the public channel, the adversary only

Figure 1: The method of privacy protection mechanism
I: Symmetric encryption

Figure 2: The 1-to-N method of privacy protection mech-
anism II: Multiplication in finite field

makes the timestamp smaller simply so that let the
other peer authentication fail.

2) The information TK1
TKi

(x) is the authenticator
which can let the receiver authenticate the sender
while no need for another exchange, in other words,
mutual authentication can be achieved in one com-
munication which is an efficient method. Although
the TK1

TKi
(x) is invariant, it is encrypted and the

Ci is always changing. So our Privacy Protection
Mechanism I is efficient and secure.

3.2 Privacy Protection Mechanism II:
Multiplication in Finite Field

The 1-to-N method of Privacy Protection Mechanism II
is shown in Figure 2.

Step 1. When node1 wants to send an encrypted mes-
sages with mutual authenticator in one-way flow,
it chooses a random a and the public key of the
peer to compute:Ta(x), Ci = TaTKi(x)(M ||T ||...),
Vi = TK1TKi(x)H(Ci||T ), (2 ≤ i ≤ n). Then node1

sends {Ta(x), Ci, Vi} to the others peers.

Step 2. Upon receiving {Ta(x), Ci, Vi} from the node1,
the nodei computes TKi

Ta(x) and uses it to de-
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crypt Ci. Then, nodei can get the (M ||T ||...) =
C2/TK2Ta(x) and do the following tasks:

1) To verify the timestamp T;

2) If timestamp authentication passed, nodei com-
putes hash value V

′

i = TKiTK1(x)H(Ci||T ) and
compare it with the Vi;

3) If the authentication passed, that means node1

is the real node1.

Finally, nodei will accept the messages in this flow.

Remark 2:

1) The timestamp T is encrypted during all the
communication process which can resist the
common interrupt attack. If the timestamp T
is plaintext on the public channel, the adver-
sary only makes the timestamp smaller simply
so that let the other peer authentication fail.

2) The authenticator Vi = TK1TKi(x)H(Ci||T ) is
always changing because T and Ci are different
for each interaction and each node. So the 1-
to-N Method of Privacy Protection Mechanism
II can also achieve mutual authentication in one
communication.

Step 1. When the node1 wants to send the same message
m to the nodei(2 ≤ i ≤ n), it chooses two large and
random integers a and b. Next, the node1 computes
Ta(x),Tb(x),Ci = TbTKi(x)ID1, (2 ≤ i ≤ n), Vi =
Ta(x)TK1TKi(x), (2 ≤ i ≤ n), W = Ta(x)m and Fi =
FTa(x)(Ci||Vi||W ), (2 ≤ i ≤ n). Finally, U1 sends
{Tb(x), Ci, Vi,W, Fi} to the users Ui(2 ≤ i ≤ n).

Step 2.

1) Upon receiving {Tb(x), Ci, Vi,W, Fi} from the
sender, firstly, any node can recover the identity
of the sender by using secret key Ki to compute
TKi

Tb(x) and get ID1 = Ci/TKi
Tb(x).

2) Based the sender’s identity ID1, nodei can get
the public key TK1(x) and compute TKiTK1(x)
for getting Ta(x) = Vi/TKi

TK1
(x). This step is

also authenticating the sender, if the sender is
the sender In the last step, any user can recover
the right message, if not, the recovered message
will not be the plaintext.

3) Ui authenticates the message integrity
FTa(x)(C2||V2||W ) = F2?. If yes, the ciphertext
is valid. Otherwise, the ciphertext is invalid or
has been damaged during transmission.

4) Finally, based on their secret key Ki, any node
in the group can recover the message m =

W
Vi/TKi

TK1
(x) .

Remark 3: In this method, we use pseudo-random func-
tion instead of hash function for achieving in the
standard model. You can also use hash function for
getting high-efficiency in the random oracle.

Figure 3: The chained method of privacy protection
mechanism II: Multiplication in finite field

Figure 4: The method of privacy protection mechanism
III: XORed operation

3.3 Privacy Protection Mechanism III:
XORed Operation

The method of Privacy Protection Mechanism III is
shown in Figure 4.

Step 1. When node1 wants to send an encrypted mes-
sages with mutual authenticator in one-way flow,
it chooses a random a and the public key of
the peer to compute:Ta(x), Ci = TaTKi

(x) ⊕
(M ||T ||...||Padding),Vi = TK1TKi(x)H(Ci||T ), (2 ≤
i ≤ n). Then node1 sends {Ta(x), Ci, Vi} to the oth-
ers peers.

Step 2. Upon receiving {Ta(x), Ci, Vi} from the node1,
the nodei computes TKiTa(x) and uses it to decrypt
Ci. Then, nodei can get the (M ||T ||...||Padding) =
C2 ⊕ TK2

Ta(x) and do the following tasks:

1) To verify the timestamp T;

2) If timestamp authentication passed, nodei com-
putes hash value V

′

i = TKi
TK1

(x)H(Ci||T ) and
compare it with the Vi;

3) If the authentication passed, that means node1
is the real node1.

Finally, nodei will accept the messages in this flow.

Remark 4:

1) In this method, XORed operation may be lead
some potential risk. The messages (TaTKi

(x)
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and (M ||T ||...||Padding) ) of both sides for
the XORed operation cannot leak any bits.
Otherwise, the TaTKi

(x) may leak the same
bits. For example, in Ci = TaTKi

(x) ⊕
(M ||T ||...||Padding), the M may include the
identity of a node. An adversary get the iden-
tity in some way, so the correspondent bits of
the TaTKi

(x) will be leak. The concrete details
can be found in [12].

2) In some way, the padding may also leak some
bits of the end of the TaTKi

(x).Because the
padding mode is usually public. The best
method to make Privacy Protection Mecha-
nism III secure are no padding (cut out part
of TaTKi(x) to make the same length with
(M ||T ||...)), and at the same time don’t leak
any message of the (M ||T ||...).

4 The Discussions about Hybrid
or Evolved Schemes

For simplicity, we make four methods (Symmetric En-
cryption, 1-to-N Method of Multiplication in Finite Field,
Chained Method of Multiplication in Finite Field and
XORed Operation) expressed as Algorithm 1, Algo-
rithm 2, Algorithm 3, Algorithm 4.

4.1 Composable Mode

The four methods can be combined to achieve diversified
security protocol which may be more efficient or more
functions. We set some examples as follows:

Algorithm 1 + Algorithm 2: Ci = ETaTKi
(x)(Mi||T...),

Vi = TK1
TKi

(x)H(Ci||T ), (2 ≤ i ≤ n). This is a kind
of composable mode uses Symmetric Encryption to
protect messages and privacy and adopts multiplica-
tion to provide the mutual authentication.

Algorithm 1 + Algorithm 4: Ci = ETaTKi
(x)(Mi||T...)⊕

TK1
TKi

(x), Vi = H(Ci||T ), (2 ≤ i ≤ n). This is a
kind of composable mode can improve the security
level, and the authenticator is a simple value of hash
function.

4.2 Modified Mode

The four methods can be modified to diversified security
protocol which may be more efficient or more functions.
We set some examples as follows:

1) Modified the authenticator: For Algorithm 4, we can
make the authenticator Vi = TK1TKi(x)H(Ci||T ) be-
come Vi = H(TK1TKi(x)) ⊕H(Ci||T ). This modifi-
cation can get more efficient. Because the modified
edition uses one XORed and one hash function in-
stead of one multiplication, which is more efficient
than before (see Section 5.1).

2) Modified the communication round number: For Al-
gorithm 1, Algorithm 2, Algorithm 4, you can use
multiple communication to improve computational
efficiency and eliminate the TK1

TKi
(x) or others in-

formation.

3) For Algorithm 3, the encrypted message W =
Ta(x)m can be modified into W = Ta(x) ⊕m. This
will be more efficient because compared with Mul-
tiplication, XORed operation can be ignored. Both
sides of XORed, Ta(x) and m cannot be leak any bits
(see Remark 4).

4.3 Extended Mode (Three Nodes and
Key Agreement)

The four methods can be extended to three-party or N-
party schemes. We can use Algorithm 1 or Algorithm 2
or Algorithm 4 repeatedly can achieve three-party key ex-
change/key distribution or encrypted messages with mu-
tual authentication.

About N-party group key agreement schemes, we can
use Algorithm 1 or Algorithm 2 or Algorithm 4 repeatedly
and refer the literature [30] to divide N-party schemes into
two phases: the first phase is two-party exchange phase,
the second phase is group key generated phase. From
Table 2, we can see the general structure about N-party
group key agreement schemes based on Algorithm 1. And
the examples for Algorithm 2 or Algorithm 4 we just omit
for simplicity.

4.4 Functional Mode (Multiple Keys
Agreement)

In this mode, we only provide multiple Keys agreement
for two-party. Just like the literature [31], we can also use
Algorithm 1 or Algorithm 2 or Algorithm 4 repeatedly
to achieve two-party get multiple keys in an agreement
instance. The multiple keys scheme can be divided into
two phases: the first phase is authenticated and transmit
secret shadows phase, the second phase is Non-interactive
key establishment with privacy preserving phase. From
Table 3, we can see the general structure about multiple
keys agreement schemes based on Algorithm 2. And the
examples for Algorithm 1 or Algorithm 4 we just omit for
simplicity.

In brief, we can design many hybrid or evolved schemes
from our four basic methods. We can’t list all the
schemes, even the listed schemes, we just describe the
main structure and omit the details.

5 Features Comparison

5.1 The Sum up about Our Four Meth-
ods Efficiency

Because the paper given the methods which are the uni-
versal formulations can be used directly by any specific
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Table 2: N-party group key agreement scheme based on Algorithm 1

Table 3: Multiple keys agreement scheme based on Algorithm 2

scheme, not the concrete schemes, we can not give any
comparisons about efficiency with some related litera-
tures. From Table 4, we can conclude that our four meth-
ods have high-efficient property.

All the computational time of some common algo-
rithms can be summarized as follows [11, 12]:

TMac: The time for executing a strongly unforgeable
MAC algorithm computation;

TF : The time for executing a secure pseudorandom func-
tion computationTF ≈ 4TMUL;

TMUL/EXP/INV : The time for computing a modu-
lar multiplication/exponentiation/inversion TEXP ≈
240TMUL, TINV ≈ 10TMUL);

TH : The time for computing a one-way hash function
computation (TH ≈ 4TMUL);

TEM/EA: The time for computing a point multiplica-
tion/addition operation over an elliptic curve(TEM ≈
29TMUL, TEA ≈ 0.12TMUL);

TSE/SD: The time for performing a symmetric en-
cryption/decryption algorithm computation (TSE ≈
TH ≈ 4TMUL, TSD ≈ TH ≈ 4TMUL);

TC : The time for executing enhanced Chebyshev polyno-
mial (TC ≈ 60TH); TXOR: The computational cost
of XOR operation could be ignored when compared
with other operations.

Based on the Table 4, we can conclude that the effi-
ciency ranking is: III > II : ChainedMethod >> II :
1− to−NMethod > I.

5.2 The Sum up about Our Four Meth-
ods Security

For simplicity, we make four methods (Symmetric
Encryption, 1-to-N Method of Multiplication in Finite
Field, Chained Method of Multiplication in Finite Field
and XORed Operation) expressed as Algorithm 1,
Algorithm 2, Algorithm 3 and Algorithm 4.

1) The standard model: This model must pay attention
to not use hash function. The Algorithm 1 can be
proved just like the literature [17]. The Algorithm 2
and Algorithm 3 can be proved just like the litera-
ture [14]. The literature [14] is also as the reference
for Algorithm 4, but what calls for special attention
is that the both sides for the XORed operation must
not leak any bit information.

2) The random oracle model: This model can use hash
function for achieving high efficiency. In this model,
you can firstly define some roles, such as the users,
the servers and the adversary. Next, this model
should let the adversary make some following oracle
queries, such as send, reveal, corrupt, test and so on.
Finally, this model should define some secure goals,
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Table 4: Our proposed scheme efficiency

Privacy Protection Method Main features Party Efficiency(for one node)
I: Symmetric Encryption Only one-way Sender (n − 1)(TH + 2TC + TSE/SD) ≈

(n− 1)488TMUL

Flow can Receivers(n-1) TH + 2TC +TSE/SD ≈ 488TMUL

II: Multiplication in achieve Sender (n − 1)(TH + 2TC + 2TMUL) ≈
(n− 1)486TMUL

Finite Field 1-to-N Method Encrypted Receivers(n-1) TH + 2TC + 2TMUL ≈ 486TMUL

II: Multiplication in message Sender nTF + 2nTC + (2n + 1)TMUL ≈
(126n + 1)TMUL

Finite FieldChained Method Delivered Receivers(n-1) TF + 2TC + 3TMUL ≈ 127TMUL

III: XORed Operation with mutual Sender (n − 1)(TH + 2TC + TMUL +
TXOR) ≈ (n− 1)125TMUL

Authentication Receivers(n-1) TH + 2TC + TMUL + TXOR ≈
125TMUL

TH : Time for Hash operation.
TF : Time for Pseudo-random function.
TSE/SD: Time for Symmetric parametric function.
TMUL: Time for Integer multiplication operation in the field.
TXOR: Time for XOR operation.The computational cost of XOR operation could be ignored.
TC : The time for executing the Tn(x) mod p in Chebyshev polynomial using the algorithm in literature [18].

for example, matching conversations, secure mutual
authentication and secure key exchange. The liter-
ature [3, 4] can be as a reference for Algorithm 1,
Algorithm 2, Algorithm 3 and Algorithm 4.

3) The logical analysis method: BAN-like logics [5] is
one of the main tools for analysis cryptographic pro-
tocols in recent years, the limitations of BAN logic
are analyzed and illustrated with examples, and then
the features of the extended BAN-like logics and their
common defects are studied.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose MRCM, a novel scheme towards
building a PKC-based scheme for a sender sending only
one encrypted message with some authentication infor-
mation to multi-receiver, and at the same time, achieving
privacy protection. The core idea we have followed is
that the most existing multi-receiver schemes are bilinear
pairing-based, for improving the efficiency, should be ex-
ploited to securely change another efficient cryptosystem,
such as, chaotic maps in this paper. Since the hash func-
tion is not used, and chaotic maps is adopted to a new
encrypted algorithm without using symmetrical encryp-
tion, the proposed solution offers significant advantages
(the standard model and high-efficiency) with respect to
a traditional multi-receiver protocols. Compared with the
related works, our MRCM scheme is not the trade off be-
tween security and efficiency, but is comprehensively im-
proved scheme.
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Table 5: Descriptions the model of Canetti and Krawczyk

Symbol Definition
parties P1, ...Pn Modeled by probabilistic Turing machines.

Adversary Λ A probabilistic Turing machine which controls all communication, with the exception that
the adversary cannot inject or modify messages (except for messages from corrupted parties
or sessions), and any message may be delivered at most once.

Send query The adversary can control over Parties outgoing messages via the Send query. Parties can
be activated by the adversary launching Send queries.

Corrupt(Pi) This query allows the adversary to take over the party Pi, including long-lived keys and any
session-specific information in Pi memory. A corrupted party produces no further output.

Test(s) This query allows the adversary to be issued at any stage to a completed, fresh, unexpired
session s. A bit b is then picked randomly. If b = 0, the test oracle reveals the session key,
and if b = 1, it generates a random value in the key space. The adversary can then continue
to issue queries as desired, with the exception that it cannot expose the test session. At any
point, the adversary can try to guess b. Let GoodGuessΛ(k) be the event that the adversary
Λ correctly guesses b, and we define the advantage of adversary Λ as AdvantageΛ(k) =
max{0, |Pr[GoodGuessΛ(k)]− 1

2 |}, where k is a security parameter.
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A Appendix: A case proof for
Symmetric Encryption

There are two points of this section should be explained
firstly:

1) In order to simplify, we just give the provable secu-
rity of the first method–Algorithm 1 Symmetric En-
cryption. And we only consider the one-way secret
delivery with privacy preserving between node1 and
node2.

2) We only use parts of the adversarial model of Canetti
and Krawczyk [6]. The basic descriptions are shown
in Table 5.

Definition 4. A secret messages transfered with privacy
preserving protocol Π1 in security parameter k is said to be
secure in the adversarial model of Canetti and Krawczyk
if for any polynomial-time adversary Λ,

Algorithm 1 Symmetric Encryption method simulator

1: Input: H,EK()/DK(), (x, TK2
(x))

2: Output: d

3: r
R←− {1, ..., k} where k is an upper bound on the

number of sessions activated by Λ in any interaction.
4: Invoke Λ and simulate the protocol to Λ, except for

the r − th activated protocol session.
5: for the r − th session, let node1 send {i, Ta(x), C} to

node2, where i is the session identifier. The node2

can get the secret messages after he authenticate the
timestamp and the value of hash in the ciphertext
using his own secret key by one-round. do

6: if the r−th session is chosen by Λ as the test session
then

7: Provide Λ as the answer to the test query.

8: d
R←− Λ′s output.

9: else
10: d← {0, 1}.
11: end if
12: end for

1) If two uncorrupted parties have completed trans-
ferring secret messages with privacy preserving by
pre-distributed parameter, these sessions produce the
same messages as node1s input;

2) AdvantageΛ(k) is negligible.

Theorem 1. Under the CDH assumption, using the Al-
gorithm 1 to transfer messages is message-secure in the
adversarial model of Canetti and Krawczyk [22].

Proof. The proof is based on the proof given by Refs. [19,
22]. There are two uncorrupted parties in matching ses-
sions output the same session key, and thus the first part
of Definition 4. is satisfied. To show that the second
part of the definition is satisfied, assume that there is
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a polynomial-time adversary Λ with a non-negligible ad-
vantage ε in standard model. We claim that Algorithm 1
forms a polynomial-time distinguisher for CDH having
non-negligible advantage.

Probability analysis. It is clear that Algorithm 1 runs
in polynomial time and has non-negligible advantage.
There are two cases where the r-th session is chosen
by Λ as the test session:

1) If the r-th session is not the test session, then
Algorithm 1 outputs a random bit, and thus its
advantage in solving the CDH is 0.

2) If the r-th session is the test session, then Λ
will succeed with advantage ε, since the simu-
lated protocol provided to Λ is indistinguishable
from the real protocol. The latter case occurs
with probability 1/k, so the overall advantage
of the CDH distinguisher is ε/k, which is non-
negligible.
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